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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade there has been much interest in the diets of 

the poor as evidenced by inquiries of lay groups (l), professionals (2), 

and congressmen (3). Many have criticised the commodity food program 

contending that the program aided the farmer in the disposition of 

surplus unwanted foods, but did little to alleviate the condition of 

the poor (h). 

Nutrition surveys have shown that while "hunger" is not present to 

a great extent in the United States, malnutrition is quite prevalent 

among limited incom.e families. Todhunter (5) stated that man has no 

instinct to guide him in the selection of foods that meet the nutritional 

needs of his body, and therefore needs nutrition education to aid him in 

making a wise choice. 

The Cooperative Extension Service, which has been teaching nutrition 

since its inception, has been charged with the responsibility of teaching 

food and nutrition to limited incom-e fam.ilies in the United States , Puerto 

Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Since many of the methods used to teach 

middle income families have been unsuccessful for lim.ited income faj.-.ilies, 

the Extension Service developed the Expanded !iutrition Program to reach 

the heretofore "unreachable." The new approach utilizes "program aidcs" 

to teach homemakers with limited incomes at their residence. Tne aides 

establish contact with the hard-to-reach, limiteo. income fc-mily zni toich 

them better ways of homemakinc-. 



Due to the relative newness of the Expanded Nutrition Program, the 

local units need to conduct self-evaluation to aid in future planning 

for training and teaching methods. 

Definitions 

Limited Income - for a family of four, an income of $3,000 or less 

annually; for an individual, an annual income of $1,500 or less. 

Cooperative Extension Service - an educational service existing 

throughout the United States. The Extension Service works in cooperation 

with the land grant colleges, the United States Department of Agriculture, 

and the County Commissioners Courts. 

Expanded Nutrition Program - a part of the Cooperative Extension 

Service, the purpose of which is to improve, through education, the 

nutrition habits of limited incom.e families. 

Program Aide - a paid worker without professional training who 

works as a member of the county Extension home economics staff. The 

aide is often indigenous to the group with whom she works and functions 

as a bridge between home economists and the limited income family (6,T,B). 

Supervising Agent - a professional Home Economist who is responsible 

for the training and supervision of program aides. 

Homemaker - the person responsible for food preparation with vhcm 

the aide works. 

Working Visit - a session in the home of the lim-ited incĉ -.e fa..iily 

during which the program aide gives demonstrations and vorks vith the 



homemaker to improve a food-preparation or meal-planning skill. Some

times more than one skill is taught. If an aide helps a homemaker to 

prepare a food during such a visit, it is called a "cooking visit." 

"Nutrition Only" Visit - a home visit in which the aide teaches only 

nutrition. The aide does not teach food-preparation skills during this 

type of visit due either to a reluctance on the part of the homemaker to 

let the aide in her kitchen or to the homemaker's not having the food for 

a cooking visit. 

Statem.ent of Problem 

It is the objective of the Expanded Nutrition Program to teach food 

and nutrition information to as many limited income horemakers as possible, 

The factors influencing food and nutrition knowledge, such as educational 

level, homemaker*s age, ethnic background, fanily income, receipt of 

commodity foods, teaching methods, and number of visits by aides, determine 

the extent to which this objective is reached. A better understanding of 

the factors is needed so that supervising agents can determine the 

information needed by the homemakers with whom the aides work in order 

to plan training and teaching methods. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to detenpine which factors, i.e. a£;e , 

income, educational level, receipt of ccmmodities, race, number of visits 
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by an aide, influenced acquisition of food and nutrition knowledge of 

homemakers enrolled in the Expanded Nutrition Program. 

Scope of the Study 

The study was limited to the investigation of the food and nutrition 

knowledge of sixty homemakers enrolled in the Expanded Nutrition Program 

and a control group of twenty limited income homemakers who were not 

enrolled in the Expanded Nutrition Program and how this kjiowledge was 

influenced by the independent variables of age, educational level, income, 

receipt of commodities, and the number and kinds of visits by program 

aides. 

Hypotheses 

1. Limited income homemakers who have been taught by program aides 

will not have significantly greater food-and-nutrition knowledge than 

limited income hom.emakers who have not been taught by program aides. 

2. Homemakers enrolled in the Expanded Nutrition Program with the 

highest percentage of cooking visits will not have significantly higher 

food-and-nutrition knowledge than those Expanded Nutrition Program home-

makers who have the highest percentage of "nutrition only" visits. 

3. Those limited-income homem.akers enrolled in the Expanded Nutritioi 

Program with nine or more years of school com.pleted will not score signifi

cantly higher on food-and-nutrition knovledge than those hom.emakers eni-oll< 



in the Expanded Nutrition Program with less than nine years of school. 

k. Expanded Nutrition Program homemakers receiving commodity foods 

will not acquire significantly more food-and-nutrition knowledge than 

those Expanded Nutrition Homemakers who do not receive commodity foods. 

5. Expanded Nutrition Program homemakers with family incomes above 

$U,000 annually will not acquire more food-and-nutrition knowledge than 

those with incomes from $1,500 to $U,000 annually and those with annual 

incomes of less than $1,500. 

6. The homemakers' age will not significantly influence acquisition 

of food-and-nutrition knowledge. 

7. There is no significant relationship "between food and nutrition 

knowledge acquired by homemakers and the number of visits by aides. 

8. There is no significant relationship between food and nutrition 

knowledge of homemakers and the ethnic background of the homemakers. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The purpose of this review was to determine the extent of 

malnutrition in limited incom.e fam.ilies in the United States, to 

investigate suggestions for solutions to the malnutrition found to be 

present, and to discover ways to test the effectiveness of the solutions 

^lalnutrition Among Limited Income Families 

Recently the spotlight was turned on the diets of limited income 

families by the report "Hunger U.S.A., 1968" (l). Since the release of 

this report, research has been conducted to deter:;iine if hunger or 

malnutrition was present in the United Sta-tes and if so to see vh?.t 

measures could be used to correct the problem. 

"Hunger U.S.A., I968" (l) which created, in part, the uproar over 

inadequate diets ar-.cng those living in poverty was a report "by a ̂ /;oup 

which called itself the Citizens Board of Inquiry. The board \:c.:i he':de': 

by the late Walter Reuther, then president of the United Auto Worlieri. 

In order to obtain information, the board held hearinr:s in San Antcr.ic, 

Texas; Hazard, Kentucky; Colurfbia, South Carolina; and l;irr:i!:r-ha:':, /JLAb--m3. 

Field trips were made into East Kentucky, the San Antor.io arc:,, "ississir-1 

Arizona, Florida, Boston, Washington, D. C. , and Ne".: York Ci'7. Pn-.-d on 

these hearings and field trips, the Citizens Board of Inqu:r:.- announced ur. 

nationwide television that hun-er and starvation vere rresent in tvo 

hundred fifty-si:: counties in the United States. 



Many authorities in the field of nutrition, among these Pollack (9), 

questioned the validity of the report. Pollack stated that although 

"Hunger U.S.A., I968" was not a scientific study, it did succeed in 

calling attention to the diets of limited incom.e families and pointed out 

that solutions to the problem of malnutrition depended on a clear 

definition and analysis of the situation. He further stated that 

recoiranendations based on inadequate and/or incomplete data would at best 

only waste resources or at worst compound the problem.. 

The report "Hunger U.S.A., 1968" approached the causes of him̂ rer and 

malnutrition fromi the aspect of lack of food due to governmental 

inadequacies, which may be a simplistic view, as a state of malnutrition 

can result from a complex set of conditions. It is generally accepted 

that malnutrition can result from prim.ary and secondary causes: the 

primary cause is inadequate food intake; secondai-y causes are poor 

absorption despite an adequate intake of food, increased metabolic der.ands 

of disease, ignorance of nutritional value of foods, and poor r-an̂ rê -̂ ent 

of household budgets. 

Following the release of "Hunger U.S.A., 19^3", much cri-:icism vas 

aimed at the United States Departr.ent of Agriculture (USB'A) bla-rin.- the 

Department for the existing hunger in the United States (-). The 

criticism, was that the USDA was not providing enough food throng:: its 

commodity program. Former Secretary of Agric-oltiore Orville Breeman vrote 

the president of the Coluri.bia Broadcasting Svste-i requesting equ-l tele-
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vision time to refute the errors of fact, the misinterpretations, and 

the misinformation that were dispersed through "Hunger U.S.A., 1968," 

and to assure the hungry of this nation that the USDA did care, that it 

was doing what it could for them, and that it wanted to do a great deal 

more {h). 

Following the furor caused by "Hunger U.S.A., I968", the House 

Committee on Agriculture (3), which has always been concerned with the 

ability of all Americans to obtain adequate food, conducted an inquiry 

into conditions in the 256 counties named in "Hunger U.S.A., I968." 

Letters were written to the county health officers in these counties 

asking if the health officers had any knov;ledge of persons suffering 

from hunger or starvation due to an inability to obtain food. The 

replies to these letters stated that while malnutrition was present in 

a number of the counties under study, there was no hunger due to an 

inability to obtain food (3). 

In a later report to the United States Congress on June 3, 1968, 

W. R. Poage (lO) Chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture, gave 

the results of the investigation into the incidence of hunger in the 

256 counties. While there was some hunger present in these counties, 

there was little evidence that this was due to refusal of assistance 

agencies, public and private, to give needed aid to those unable to 

work. Poage also wrote in a supplement to the "xivjiger Study" (ll) 

that there was much malnutrition caused by parental neglect of infants and 



small children and through ignorance of what constitutes a balanced 

diet. 

Subsequently the Senate Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs (12) 

authorized a National Nutrition survey to assess the nutritional status 

of the population of the United States. A random sample from ten 

states was taken. Approxim-ately 80 per cent of those sampled had annual 

incomes of less than $5,000. The National Nutrition Sui-vey gave a reliable 

picture of the nutritional health status of the people living in the lower 

income areas of America. Each state survey was carried out followiiig 

procedures outlined in the Manual for Nutrition Surveys (13). 

I 
The National Nutrition Survey did not attempt to determine the" 

nutritional status of the m.iddle-incom.e far.ilies or the rich, l.'hile 

Schaefer and Johnson (l2) indicated that restricting the study to 

limited income families was a defect of the stud;,', they stated that the 

statistics were an accurate reflection of the nutritional status of the 

families the study was designed to consider. 

The Texas Nutrition Survey (2) was conducted by the University 

of Texas Medical branch in Galveston and the Texas State Departm.ent of 

Health in Austin. The data collected indicated that intakes of vitamins 

A and C, riboflavin, calcium, iron and protein were lev. Tne survey also 

found an increased incidence of obesity in persons over the age of twenty. 

Children checked were thinner and shorter than the American ncr.-.s for 

comparable age groups. The overall condition of teeth anil g'ljms was 
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very poor. The Texas Survey Team concluded that with the aid of 

"appropriate state and local governmental agencies, professional and 

educational, and food production and industry representatives, we plan 

to move forward to solve our nutritional health problems" (2:10).-

Prior to the National Nutrition Survey, nutrition surveys had 

been conducted on small samples, but since a variety of methods had 

been used, these surveys could not be compared. The USDA 1955 and 1965 

nationwide surveys of the nutrient value of foods purchased by households 

were the only studies which comprehensively examined the relationship 

between income level and food purchases. There was an inverse relation

ship between income and nutrient intake when compared to the National 

Research Councils reco::̂ .iended dietary allowances (l̂ 0« This was 

particularly true for vitam-in C, vitamin A, and calcium. (l5). 

Davis, ̂  ad̂ « > (15), recently reviewed a number of dietary studies 

which show that in llew Mexico, Spanish-American children's diets vere 

less adequate than those of Anglo-Am.erican children; furthermore, it was 

shown that Negro diets were inferior to those of whites living in the 

same area, but the intakes of vitamin A and thiariine were higher in ::egrce.i 

than in whites. Perhaps these differences were due to their educational 

levels which have been found to be related to nutritional status, 

individuals with a higher educational level tending to h-ve better 

nutrition (15). Race, educational level, and income are all interne" ?.tt''. 

in affecting nutritional habits. 
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Culture of the Poor 

A study of census figures showed the extent of poverty in the United 

States. Based on I96O U.S. census figures, one-fifth of the population, 

or a total of thirty-five million persons, is living in poverty. Of 

those living in poverty, 22 per cent are nonwhite, which represents one 

half of all nonwhites. Thirty-three per cent of poor families, whites 

and non-whites, are headed by a person over sixty-five. Less tha,n one-

half of the poor are in the South; yet a southerner's chance of being 

poor is roughly twice that of a person living elsewhere. There are more 

than nine million families in the United States whose incor.es are under 

$3,000 a year (16). In I96O, eighteen per cent of the population in 

Lubbock had annual incomes under $3,000 (iT). Data from the 1960 Texas 

census also indicate that conditions which tend to be associated vith 

poverty are old age, non-vhite race, broken homes, unskilled emplo:,-:r.ent, 

and unemployment. In Texas these conditions also include Ê p'.nish heritage 

and rural residence (l?)-

In describing the poor, Catherine S. Chilman (18) stated th-̂ t poverty 

is a culture in itself with characteristics foijnd in r:Ost of the very poor 

These characteristics include: chronic unemplo-Tr.ent, little education, 

exclusion from the mainstream of society, and a fa_mily backgrcLn.-i vith 

the preceding three characteristics. Another characteristic cited ly 

Catherine Chilman is the poor's distrust of authority figures nn:l the 

predominant social struct-Jî e. Chilman rer.indea heme ecor.cmi^ts th'̂ t th^ro 

http://incor.es
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is a difference in the working class poor and the very poor. She also 

stated that although poverty is a culture in itself, it includes many 

subcultures based on ethnic background, cultural background, religion, 

and locale of the home. 

In addition to the monetary restrictions placed on the poor, Meyer (l9) 

has pointed out that the poor consumer has limited discretionary freedoris 

of time, place, quality, amount, and m.ethod of purchases. 

As with the middle incom.e families, tradition plays an important 

part in the diet of the poor. Observations of Spanish Americans reveal 

that they traditionally eat a diet consisting r.ainly of beans and tortillas. 

According to Clark (20), when a cult\ii'e develops, the food eaten is that 

which is grown, raised, or gathered in the area. In order to change diets 

Clark suggests that one should understand the dynaiiics of social habit and 

judge how people resist persuasion of one form and react to another. 

In working with pilot projects in .Alabama, Texas, and Louisiana, the 

Cooperative Extension Service (21) found that to help the limited incor.e 

families, one must first understand them and their way of life. This study 

revealed that a disadvantaged family or individual with many failures does 

not want to risk another, will cling to the known vays of living, and is 

slow to enroll in a formal class. 

Solutions to f.alnutrition in the Poor 

One solution for combating malnutrition among lim.ited income families 
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has been to increase participation in. the food stamp and commodity 

distribution programs. In addition to increased participation, the 

number of different foods available through the commodity distribution 

program also has been increased. 

Presently, Texas Governor Preston Smith is strongly urging every 

county in the state to have a food program of some type (22). There 

are currently tv.'o food programs in operation; namely, the Food Stamp 

Program and the Food Donation Program, the latter is also knô ra as the 

Commodity Distribution Program. 

With the Comm.odity Distribution Program, foods are donated by the 

USDA to imrpove diets of school children, institutionalized individuals, 

children attending non-profit s'omjner csir.ps , and needy fair.ilies. These 

foods are obtained through the surplus-remioval program.s, through purchases 

under Section 6 of the National School Lunch Act, through price support 

obligations, and through com.petitive bidding (23). 

During the nine months from Jiay, 196?, through March, 1963, foo:l 

donations were up nearly 20 per cent over the same period of the previous 

year. During this sa.me period, 713 riillion pounds of food vere distrib

uted to schools, a ^U per cent increase over the preceding year, and 517 

million pounds to needy families (l,2l). 

As late as I96I, only 1,200 of the nation's 3,090 counties ha:l a 

food program consisting of the distribution of five sui-plus coriiodit ies 

worth about S2.20 per person per month 
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mi»llion persons. In 1968, 2,200 counties had food programs reaching 5.9 

million persons who received sixteen different foods worth $7.98 per 

person per month. The government spent $360 million in 1968 for commodity 

foods and food stamps {h), 

The sixteen commodities which were distributed in I968 included 

dried beans, bulgur, butter or margarine, cheese, corn grits, vitamin-C-

enriched instant mashed potatoes, cornmeal, flour, chopped meat, non-fat 

dry milk, peanut butter, dried split peas, raisins, shortening or lard, 

rolled wheat or oats, and rice. All of the cereal products were enriched. 

The sixteen foods provided the following percentages of the Recommended 

Dietary Allowance: protein, 99f̂ ; calcium., 127̂ ;̂ iron, 71̂ ;̂ calories> 6l^; 

vitam.in A, 38^; thiamine, 118:̂ ; riboflavin, 130;1; and vitamin C, 30< (U:25). 

Since 1968 the following food comm.odities have been added: canned 

orange juice, canned grape juice with vitamin C added, canned tomatoes, 

canned peas, canned green beans, canned peaches, enriched macaroni, 

evaporated milk, corn syrup blend, scrambled egg mix, canned chicken or 

turkey, and prunes. 

During the I969 fiscal year, two billion pounds of food valued at 

$225 million were donated to families, institutions, and schools. Donations 

to each person per month averaged thirty-six pounds of food worth thirteen 

dollars (25). 

After the USDA pui'chases the foods for commodities distribution, the 

foods are shipped to distribution centers designated by the states; 
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su"bsequently the states assume the responsibility for transportation 

to county distribution centers, for administration, and for storage of 

the commodities. Need, which is determined on a local level, is based on 

state standards of income and the number of people in the family .(23). 

The newer federally sponsored food program is the Food Stamp 

Program. The Food Stamp Program was prompted by the desire to improve 

the health of the nation's limited income families through better 

nutrition and to increase the flow of foods from the nation's farms 

through normal channels. With the stamp program, a fam.ily buys food 

stamps worth more than the amount of money that they would normally 

spend on food, the government paying the difference. Eligibility to 

receive food stamps is determined on a state level and is based on state 

standards of income and farr.ily size (26). Restrictions are placed on 

the use of food stamps, the stipulation being that they must be used on 

foods produced in the United States. The retailers are authorized to 

redeem these stamps for food and to receive reimbursem.ent from either 

wholesale grocers or Federal Reserve Banks (26). If a retailer does not 

comply with the federal requirem.ents, he may no longer serve as a food-

stamp retailer (27). 

The effectiveness of both the Commodity Distribution Prograr. and 

the Food Stamp Program is dependent on the administration of such 

programs, and the ability of the limited income homemaker to use these 

programs wisely. Although families receive co.-miodity foods, the f̂ jr.ilies 
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often do not use the foods. Larkin and Sandretto (25) found in their 

study of the Potawatami Indians that there was selective use of commodity 

foods determined by several factors, including availability of food 

preparation equipment, knowledge of methods of preparation, and personal 

and family preferences. 

The findings (25) cited indicate that the Commodity Distribution 

Program can only be beneficial if the homemakers use these comm.odities 

wisely and use available funds to supplement the donated foods. Further

more, educational programs would be needed to enable them to make wise 

purchases with food stamps and to m.ake the best possible use of commiodity 

foods. A second solution, given by Todhunter (5) was that nutrition 

education appears to be needed by everyone regardless of education, income, 

and geographic location, or cultural and social patterns (5). Todhunter (5) 

has stated that man has no instinct to guide him in the selection of foods 

which meet the nutritional needs of the body nOr does he inherit krcvledge 

from his parents. 

Until recently, em.pha3is had been placed on improving diets of 

developing countries without consideration of malnourished individuals 

in the United States. Plentiful food in the United States has not 

guaranteed everyone an adequate diet. Todhunter (5) contends tha.t the 

United States consumer has a very difficult proble.m in selecting nutritious 

foods for her family due to food technolog:,^ industrial dcvelcpr.ent, and 

rapid transportation vrhich have increased the number, kinds, and availa": iD it; 
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of prepared foods—fresh,, canned, frozen, heat-and-serve, mixes, and 

instant foods, all in packages of every size, shape, and weight. 

According to Todhunter (5), various types of nutrition education 

programs are necessary to reach the limited income families to imrpove 

human health. Research is needed to show how to develop and conduct 

such programs and how to adapt these programs to different age groups 

and to different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds. 

Culture and tradition in food habits are hard to change. Arthur 

Niehoff (28), in a speech in I968 during the University of California 

Extension Symposiuni "Food, Science and Society," said that culture was 

man's way of adapting to and exploiting his physical environment. 

Niehoff considered procurement of food for consum.ption as one of the most 

significant custom.s transmitted from one generation to the next. He 

added: 

Food habits have the strength of tradition behind them. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that the kinds of food 
considered edible, the ways of preparing th£:i, aiid the 
manner of consuming them are deeply embedded in the 
behaviroal syste.ms of each culture. 

To change food habits successf^ally, we must know 
something about food traditions in different cultures— 
with emphasis on the fact that trr^diticn is both 
meaningful and conservative (28:10). 

Niehoff (28) has eriphasized that in order to change food habits, 

unfamiliar but m.ore nutritious foods must fit into present cultural 

patterns, a condition vhich would necessitate an unde-̂ s .anfiing of the 

food habits and traditions of the people to be reached. Spiniler {C) 
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has suggested the use of indigenous-program aides, trained by profes

sionals, to reach the hard-to-reach limited income family in order to 

teach them better ways of homemaking. The use of these aides promises to 

be effective as they would take into consideration the attitudes, tradi

tions, and habits of limted inccme families. Spindler (6) contends that 

while nutritionists could make a contribution to improve the health of the 

poor, with their middle-class background, they would not necessarily know 

the best ways to work with the homemaker who has little education or a 

different culture. Also, even the pooled efforts.of all the nutritionists, 

dietitians, and home economists could not reach all of the nine million 

limited income families in the United States. 

Results of pilot projects conducted by the Texas (29,30), Alabama (3l), 

and the Louisiana (32) Agricultural Extension Services, using trained 

aides, have shown that this approach was effective in reaching limited 

income homemakers. In the El Paso Study (30) a significant difference 

was found in nutrition knowledge before and e.fter a special educational 

project. Methods used to teach nutrition were circular letters, here 

visits, television, and classes. Circular letters and hom.e visits vere 

found to be most effective (30). The home visit, although e.xpensive and 

slow, was found important in gaining the confidence of the people and in 

making other methods more effective. 'The Louisiana Study (32) also 

showed that the people were m.ost accessible on a one-to-one basis. 

In November 1968, Orville Breem.an (7), forr.er Secretary of 
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Agriculture, allotted $10 million to the Cooperative Extension Service 

to help improve the diets of limited income families. This fund was to 

pay for the training and salaries of about 5,000 aides through June 30, 

1969. This program has since been extended, and presently there are 

Expanded Nutrition Programs in all 50 states, Puerto Rico, and the 

Virgin Islands. 

In Texas, the Expanded Nutrition Program for adults has been 

established in thirteen different geographic areas, based upon 

population and need. Aides have been hired by each unit in Texas to 

work with limited income groups. All aides in Texas are given an 

initial three weeks' training employing the Fifteen Day Lesson Plans (33) 

prepared by the Cooperative Extension Service. Subsequently, additional 

training is given to the aides of either seventy-two lessons prepared by 

the Cooperative Extension Service, or lessons planned by the supervising 

agent, or a combination of the two to m̂ eet the needs of the aides and of 

their homemakers. The Fifteen Day Lesson Plans (33) and the seventy-two 

lessons include such subjects as nutrition, food preparation, meal planning, 

food buying, food storage, and sanitation in food preparation. The aides 

also receive training in how to contact and teach homemakers. 

Following training, the aides contact homemakers in target areas to 

inform them of the free educational service offered. Although they are 

often regarded with suspicion, they reached approxirr.ately 3-,000 hc'-em:̂ kcrs 

in Texas in I969. Once the aides have made the contact visit to interest 
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the homemaker in the Expanded Nutrition Program, the aides make 

appointments for future visits to teach the homemaker about food and 

nutrition. These visits are divided into classifications: cooking 

visits and "nutrition only" visits. 

In an evaluation of the Expanded Nutrition Program at the end of 

its first six months, Datagraphics, Inc. (3^^), an independent research 

agency, reported that the program was successful because of its rauid 

inception and high acceptance by the target population. 

Studies by Demographics, Inc. (3^) and the Texas (29), Alabama (30), 

and Louisiana (3l) Extension Services indicated that the one-to-one 

method used by indigenous aides was effective in teaching limited incom̂ e 

homem.akers, but these studies did not consider other factors which r.ight 

affect the learning of limited incom.e homer:akers. The success of the 

program may also depend on the careful training and supervision of the 

aides by a professional home econom.ist. 

A review of the literature revealed no prior study of food and 

nutrition knowledge of hom.emakers enrolled in the Expanded Nutrition 

Program and the factors which influence the acquisition of this knowledge. 

Since the Expanded Nutrition Program is relatively nev, it needs eval\:ation 

of its effectiveness in teaching limited income homemakers and reccg!:iticn 

of factors which influence learning. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

Factors considered in this study included homemaker's age, family 

income, family size, homemaker's level of education, receipt of commodities, 

ethnic background, total nimiber of visits, total number of cooking visits, 

and total number of "nutrition only" visits. Previous studies reviewed 

indicated that limited income homemakers acquired food and nutrition 

knowledge when taught by aides. These studies, however, did not include 

an evaluation of the teaching method in relation to other factors that 

could have influenced learning. 

Sample 

A random sample of sixty limited income homem.akers enrolled in the 

Lubbock Expanded Nutrition Program for a year or longer was drawn by 

means of Pearson's Table of Random Sam.pling Nur:bers (35) to serve as the 

experim.ental group (Group l). 

The control group. Group II, consisted of twenty lim.ited income 

homemakers who, although they had never been visited by aides, agreed to 

be interviewed. The primary difference between Group I and Group II was 

that Group II had not been visited by aides. All other characteristics 

studied were identical. 

Collection of Data 

Data on food and nutrition knovledge possessed by lî -tited inccr.e 

21 
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hqmemakers of experimental and control groups was collected by means of 

an interview conducted by program aides. The program aides were asked 

to interview the homemaker because the aides were known and trusted by 

the homemakers and could converse in Spanish when necessar̂ .̂ 

Since no previously utilized test was found, a food and nutrition 

test (Appendix A) was developed to evaluate the food and nutrition know

ledge of the experimental and control groups. This test was based on the 

amount of time spent by aides teaching four phases of food and nutrition: 

nutrition - 35^, food preparation - 30^, food buying - 30/̂ , and food storage-

5^. 

The content validity of the test was checked to determine if it vas 

appropriate for the individuals under study, representative of the 

information taught by the aides, and if it would measure food and nutrition 

knowledge. Texas Tech University Food and Nutrition facialty m.embers and 

Texas Agricultural Extension Service staff reviewed the proposed test to 

establish whether or not it m.et the above requirements. After the reviews 

of the test were complete, suggestions for changes vere incorporated. 

The reliability of the test was checked by administering the test 

twice to thirty program aides with a six weeks interval between tests. The 

mean scores, out of a possible score of 350, were 311.63 for the first and 

313. U2 for the second test. Questions mjiznber seven, nine, ten, elaven, and 

fifteen may have multiple answers. When the aides vere tested the first 

time, m.ost gave only one answer for these questions; the sc?cnd tim- they 

gave multiple answers. 
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t The scores or values placed on the answer:- V3re determi.ned 

subjectively by the investigator, but the tests were all scored by the 

same scale. The tests vere scored and tabulated bv the i.nvestisato^. 

^̂ rs. Judy K. Sanders, Associate Eomie Demionstratien Agent, Texas 

Agricultural Extension Service, and supervisor of the Lubbock County 

Expanded Nutrition Program aides, trained the aides in conducting inter

views. The aides -.:ere infoinned that the purpose of the interviews was 

to- collect data to detenr.ine further needs of the homaiiakors vith whom. 

they were working. Each aide was given a copy of the ic.;d and nutrition 

test and told to read xhe questions to each homemaker, ai loving her ti.me 

to ansver each question as it was read. The aides vere instructed not 

to read the v:os£ir'j. e answers to the home.makers. h"a''"l\ aid^ v':s told to 

check the appropriate box after the ho.ie.-̂ k̂er 'r-i'i g:*ven nor zs.Fr^'er. If 

the hcm.e::i:i.ker gave an answer which vas not listed, the sides vere instructed 

to write the an^ver in the space provided. Follovi^-g the instruction.? 

for condu.:;ting the interview, role-playin.g vas used to shcv the .̂ lides h:v 

to conduct th-r̂  iniervievs and to provide opportunity for pr?.'jt.ice. Each 

aide interviewed a.nother aide, then queeticns rone erring -dne : ntervic-::. and 

the test vere ansvered by Mrs. Sanders end the iir/estira'.or. 

!Iethods of Anal-;j;s:;̂s_ o_i data 

The m-'-thod of r.udT̂ iple regression vas the used to test the rei:tion.-

sh:';; ^r Lh'e indeyendent veriahjes of :?ge, i!.?c. :e. f?;.i.Ly size, ednei-̂ icn 
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dependent variables of total score, nutrition score, buying score, 

storage score, and preparation score. Zero one variables were used in 

multiple regression analysis to represent race and the use of commodities. 

The chi square test was employed to examine significant differences 

in total scores as influenced by total visits, educational level, and 

income. Total scores were divided into low (below 20l), medium (201-255), 

and high (above 255). The maximium possible total score was 350. I-Iaximum 

subtotals were: nutrition - I50, buying - 70, storage - 30, preparation -

100. Total number of visits were divided into: 1-15, l6-35, more than 35. 

Education was divided into two levels: less than 9, and 9 or more years. 

Annual income was divided into three levels: $0-1500, $1500-̂ :000, more 

than $ilOOO. 

To determine the existence of a significant difference between food 

and nutrition scores of homem.akers enrolled in the Expanded Nutrition 

Program and those of homemakers who had never .been visited by an aide, 

a t-test for unpaired observations was used in which the nimiber of visits 

was divided into two levels: 0 visits, and one or more visits. 

A t-test for unpaired observations was also used to determine the 

significant difference, if any, in the food and nutrition scores of hoire-

makers who received commodities and those who did not. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS Am INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

Demographic data of the participants included age, income, use of 

commodities, family size, level of education, number of visits by an 

aide, and the race or ethnic group as shown in Table 1. Data for 

Group I revealed an age range of eighteen to eighty-one years with a 

mean of i+3.95 years. The monthly incor̂ e for this group ranged from 

ninety-two dollars to six hundred dollars with a mean of ^2T8.«1. The 

family size of families in Group I ranged from one m.ember to eleven 

members with a mean of 5.13 family mem.bers. The educational level 

ranged from none to two years of college com.pleted, with a mean of 6.85 

years completed. Participants in Group I had been visited by an aide 

from eight to seventy-five times with a m.ean of 28.65 visits. The visits 

were divided into cooking visits and "nutrition only" visits. The number 

of cooking visits with homemiakers ranged from zero to f i fty-four with a 

mean of 9.53 visits. The number of "nutrition only" visits ranged from 

one to fifty with a mean of I8.86 visits. Of the sixty homemakers in 

this group, fourteen received commodities and forty-six did not. 

Group II, those who had not been visited by an aide, had an ?ge range 

of seventeen years to seventy-two years with a mean of 39.8? years. Tne 

mean monthly famdly income for this group was $293.10 with a range from 

ninety-six dollars to six hundred dollars. Tne range in fa\-.ily sie--- vas 

from one member to nine m.embers vith a r.ean of U.89 members. The eduea-

25 



TABLE 1 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF 

EXPERIIffiNTAL GROUP 

26 

Var iab les N 
Percentage of 
P a r t i c i o a n t s 

1. Age 

2. 

3. 

k. 

18-25 
26-35 
36-50 
51 + 

Income 

$0-1,500 
$1,501-^,000 
$U,001 + 

Receipt of Commodities 

Received 
Did not receive 

Family Size 

1-3 members 
k-1 members 
8 + 

3 
Ik 
26 
IT 

8 
31̂  
18 

111 
k6 

19 
29 
12 

5.00 
23.33 
1+3.33 
28.33 

13.33 
56.66 
30.00 

23.33 
T6.66 

31.66 
Ii8.33 
20.00 

5. Educat ional Level 

0-5 
6-8 
9 + 

6 . Tota l V i s i t s 

1-15 
16-35 
36 + 

20 
19 
21 

8 
35 
IT 

33.33 
31.66 
35.00 

13.33 
58.3'-s 
28. e3 
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TABLE 1 (C^tinued) 

Percentage of 
Variables N Participants 

T. Cooking Visits 

0 8 13.33 
1-15 39 65.00 
16-35 9 i5.00 
36 + k 6.66 

8. "Nutrition only" Visits 

0 0 00.00 
1-15 20 33.33 
16-35 38 63.33 
36 + 2 3.33 

9. Ethnic Group 

White T 11-66 
Negro 36 60.00 
Mexican-ATiCrican IT 28.33 

tional level ranged from none to twelve years completed with a mean of 

8.5T years completed. Of the twenty homemakers in this group, five received 

commodities while fifteen did not. This is shown in Table 2. 

The participants were divided among three ethnic groups: VJhite, 

Negro, and I/exican-American. There vere 62.5? Negroes in the stud̂ v. 

This high percentage of Negro participants was caused by the higher 

percentage of Negro aides who had been employed for a year or longer. Ar 

a rule the aides work with homemakers of their own race; therefo-e, more 



TABLE 2 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF 

CONTROL GROUP 

28 

Variables 

1. Age 

18-25 
26-35 
36-50 
51 + 

N 

3 
T 
8 
2 

Percentage of 
Participants 

15.00 
35.00 
Uo.oo 
10.00 

2. Income 

$0-1,500 
$l,501-li,000 
$U,000 + 

3. Receipt of Commodities 

Received 
Did not receive 

3 
8 
9 

5 
15 

15.00 
Uo.oo 
1+5.00 

25.00 
T5.00 

Family Size 

1-3 m.em.bers 
U-T members 
8 + 

Educational Level 

0-5 
6-8 
9 + 

Ethnic Group 

White 
Negro 
Mexican-American 

5 
13 
2 

1; 
6 
10 

2 
Ik 

k 

25.00 
65.00 
10.00 

20.00 
30.00 
50.00 

10.00 
TO. 00 
20.00 
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Negro homemakers have been enrolled for at least a year. 

Tests of Hypotheses 

Multiple regression was used to determine the relationship of the 

demographic variables to the scores. The coefficient of determination 

(r2) was low with all combinations of variables; therefore, a high percent

age of the variations in the scores remained unexplained by the variables 

investigated in this study. (See Appendix B ) . Tests of independence were 

performed with regard to hypotheses three, five, and seven to determine 

the relationship to test scores of the number of visits, incom.e level, 

and the level of education. A t-test for unpaired observations was used 

with hypotheses one and four to determ.ine the existence of a significant 

difference in the food and nutrition scores of homemakers who had been 

visited by an aide and those who had not and of homem.akers who received 

commodities and those who did not. 

The hypothesis that homem.akers taught by program aides would not have 

significantly greater food and nutrition knowledge than homemakers who had 

not been taught by program aides was tested by the use of a t-test for 

unpaired observations. An F test was used to determine that the variances 

of Group I and Group II scores were equal. Since the t value of U.IOS 

was in the critical region at the .01 level of significance, hypothesis 

one was rejected. This finding concurred with those of the Alabama (3l), 

Loiiisisna (32), and Texas (29) Agricultural Extension Services whicV. had 
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established that homemakers who had been taught by program aides had 

greater food and nutrition knowledge than those who had not. 

It was hypothesized that homemakers with the highest per cent of 

cooking visits would not have significantly higher scores than those 

homemakers with the highest per cent of nutrition visits. A significant 

relationship scores could not be established by multiple regression 

(Appendix B ) . This hypothesis was not rejected. 

The hypothesis that homemakers with nine or more years of school 

would not score significantly higher than those with less than nine 

years of school was tested by chi square analysis with both the control 

group and the sample group at the .05 significance level. The results 

shoved no significant difference between the scores of the two educational 

levels; therefore, h;rpothesis three was not rejected. 

Although Davis (l5) found that level of education r:ade a difference 

in the nutritional status of individuals with -those having a higher 

level of education having a more adequate diet. The present study 

indicates that level of education did not affect food and nutrition 

knwoledge. The relationship of food and nutrition knowledge to 

nutritional status was not investigated in the study. 

The hypothesis that homemiakers receiving commodity foods 
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TABLE 3 

TEST OF INDEPENDENCE* 

(Scores and Educational Level of Group l) 

Educa t iona l 

0-8 
9 + 
T 

* 0=observed 

Level 

.T952 

number. 

Scores 
0-200 201-255 
0 (E) 0 (E) 

3 (3 .5 ) 22(21) 
2 (1 .5 ) 8(9) 
5 30 

Z value=5.9ll+T a t .05 l e v e l 
freedom 

E=expected number, Tp=row to t ; 

256 + 
0 (E) 

IT( IT .3 ) 
8(T.5) 

25 

with 2 degrees 

a l s , T^=column 

Tr 

k2 
18 

; of 

t o t a l s 

TABLE k 

TEST OF INDEPEITDSIICE 

(Scores and Educational Levels of Groups II) 

Education? 

0-8 
9 + 
Tc 

^ y^=3. 

l l Level 

.5306 X 

Scores 
0-200 201-255 
0 (E) 0 (E) 

6(1+.2) 1 (1 .8 ) 
6(T.3) M3.3 ) 

12 5 

\a lue=5.99l l+T a t the .05 
freedom. 

256 + 
0 (E) 

0 (1 .5 ) 
3(2 .0) 
3 

l e v e l with 2 deg: 

rn 

^r 

T 
13 
20 

cecc- of 
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wcsuld not acquire significantly more food and nutrition knowledge 

than those who did not receive commodity foods was tested by a t-test 

of unpaired observations to determine the significant difference, 

if any, between these two groups of homemakers. The t-value - .101+ 

was not in the critical region at the .05 level of significance; there

fore, hypothesis four was not rejected. Multiple regression by means 

of zero one variables also failed to show a significant relationship 

of receipt of commodities to total score. 

No research was found which compared food and nutrition knowledge 

gained by homemakers receiving commodities. The present finding 

indicates that the acquisition of food and nutrition knowledge is as 

im-portant for those receiving commodities as for those not receiving 

commodities; therefore, the Expanded Nutrition Prograrii should continue 

to teach both those who receive commodities and those who do not. 

It was hypothesized that Expanded Nutrition Program hor.-?makers 

with family incom.es above $l+,000 annually would not score significantly 

higher than those with income of $U,500-$1|,000 or those with inco.mes less 

than $1,500. Based on the results of chi square analysis this hypothe^.is 

was not rejected. Although according to Davis (15) there is an inverse 

relationship between income and nutritional status, this study indicates 

that this relationship does not exist between incor.e and nutrition knov-

http://incom.es
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ledge. Results of the test of hypothesis are shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5 

TEST OF INDEPENDENCE 

(Scores and Income Level) 

Scores 
Income 0-200 201-255 256 + T^ 

0 (E) 0 (E) 0 (E) 

$0-1,500 2(.T5) l+(l+.5) 3(3.Tl+) 9 
$1,500-1+,000 2(2.T5) l6(l6.5) 15(13.T5) 33 
$l+,000 1(1.5) 10(9) T(T.5) 18 
Tc 5 30 25 60 

— — — - ^ 

£, ""^ = 2.9333 7̂ *value=9.1+8TT3 at .05 level vith 1+ degrees of freedom 

Hypothesis six postulated that age is not related to food and nutritic: 

knowledge. The coefficient of determination (r^) was .01; therefore, 

ninety-nine per cent of the variability of the scores was not deter.mlr.ed 

by age of the homem:akers. Hypothesis six was not rejected. Mo study was 

found which referred to the influence of age on food and nutrition knov

ledge. Since this study found that there vas no significant relationship 

between age and food and nutrition knovledge, it would im.ply that no 

restrictions of age should be placed on participants in the E>rpand£d 

Nutrition Program. 

It was hypothesized in hN.'pcthesis seven that there would be no 
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significant relationship between food and nutrition scores of homemakers 

and the number of visits by aides. A test of independence of number of 

visits and total scores was conducted using data from all eighty partici-

pajits. The hypothesis was rejected. Those homemakers with more visits 

scored higher on the test. Although this analysis did not indicate a 

definite number of visits which were optimum for all homemakers, it did 

show that 51 per cent of the homemakers scored high in the sixteen to 

thirty-five visits category. Determination of the number of visits to 

each homemaker may still have to be largely subjective. Results of the 

analysis are shown in Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

TEST OF INDE?S::DE:ICE 

(Scores and total visits of Groups I & II) 

Sco2*es 
V i s i t s 0-200 201-255 256 + Tj, 

0 (E) 0 (E) 0 (E) 

0 11(1+) 6(9.25) 3(6.T5) 20 
1-15 1 (1 .6 ) 3(3.T) 1+(2.T) 8 
16-35 1+(T) l T ( l c . 2 ) l l+ ( l l .8 ) 35 
36 0(2.T) l l ( T . 9 ) 6(6.1+) 17 
T^ 16 3T 2T 80 

^ - F " - 22.3959 Xvalue=15.50T3 a t .05 l e v e l with 8 desrees -'' j ^ ^ 

Ic was ĥ -pothesized that there vould be no si£-;nifican': rela'-;cnshii 
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"between food and nutrition knowledge of homemakers and their ethnic 

background. The use of zero-one variables to represent race or ethnic 

"background was incorporated into the multiple regression analysis to 

determine the relationship of race to score. The coefficient of determina

tion was .086. Therefore, since ninety-one per cent of the factors 

influencing the score were unexplained, this hypothesis was not rejected. 

Summary of Analysis 

Statistically the analysis of the data supported five of the null 

hypotheses. Hypotheses three, four, five, six, and eight were not rejected. 

Hypotheses one and seven relating to visits by aides were rejected.• 

Hypothesis two concerning the two types of visits was not tested due to 

insufficient data. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The primary purpose of the study was to determine the factors which 

affect the acquisition of food and nutrition knowledge of limited income 

homemakers for which a test of food and nutrition knowledge was developed 

and divided into questions on nutrition, food buying, food storage, and 

food preparation. The test was administered in an interview by program 

aides to sixty homemakers enrolled in the Lubbock Expanded Nutrition 

Program and twenty limited income homemakers from Lubbock who were not 

enrolled. It wag hypothesized that food and nutrition knowledge would 

not be affected by age, income, receipt of corr-modities, educational level, 

ethnic background, total visits by program aides, cooking visits and 

"nutrition only" visits. 

Variables were analyzed statistically. Relationships between 

demiOgraphic data and test scores were analyzed by regression and 

differences between variables by use of t-tests and chi square analysis 

at the .05 level of significance. 

The demographic data revealed the majority of the homemakers vere 

Negroes with incom̂ es ranging from $1,500 to 3̂ 4,000 and an average family 

size of 5.13. The average educational level was 6.85 years of schcol 

completed. 

Hom2m.akers who were enrolled in the Expand-:d .'iLitrition Prof:ra.m scored 

significantly higher at the ."05 level than those who vire not enrolled in 

the program. Scores increased signi.^icantly with increased vis lis. 

36 
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There was no significant relationship of age, income, educational 

level, receipt of commodities, or ethnic background to the test scores. 

Results from the study indicate that homemakers have increased their 

food and nutrition knowledge as a result of visits by program aides. The 

homemakers' food and nutrition knowledge increased with increased number 

of visits. 

Since the factors of age, visits, income, educational level, receipt 

of commodities, and ethnic background explained less than fourteen per 

cent of the food and nutrition scores, it vas concluded that other factors 

were more significant in their relationship to food and nutrition know

ledge. Factors which were not considered in this study, but which may 

have influenced the scores are: the aide and homemakers' level of 

motivation, past home economics training, intellirence quotient, and 

mental and family stability. Also the rapport between the aide and the 

homem.aker may have influenced the scores. 

Further study of the Expanded Nutrition Program might include an 

investigation of the above factors and their relationship to increased 

food and nutrition knowledge. 
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APPENDIX A 

Test of Food and Nutrition Knowled-e 
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Hofliemaker's name Aide's name_ 

Homemaker's age Homemaker's income 

Receive commodities Yes_ No - Race 

Number in family 

No. of grades in school completed 

No. of visits by aide Cooking "ihitrition only" 

Read the homemiskier each question. After you read a question check the 
box above the answer that the homem.aker gives. If she gives an answer 
that is not under the question write in that answer on the line that 
says "Name any other answer." 

1. VHiat are the four food groups? 

D D D D D D 
Milk Meat Bread Cereal Fruits Ves:etables 
(10) (10) (5) (5) (5) (5) 

2. a. Do adud.ts need to eat m.ilk, cheese, ice cream, or milk puddin^:;? 

D D 
Yes No 
(10) (0) 

b. If the answer is yes, ask: 
How many servings do adults need each day? 

D D D 
1 serving 2 servings 3 or r.ore servings 

(5) (10) UO) 

3. a. Do adults need to eat breads, tortillas, ov.t:..enl, macaroni, 

rice, or spaghetti? 

D D 
Yes No 
(10) (0) 

b. If thi-' ansver is yes, r;:":: 
How many servinr;s of tr.ese do you r.(-":-!d rr.oh dny? 

n D n [j D 
1 r^--vin* 2 £o:--':;::-s 3 s e r / i n - s • i.--r:'.:r~- 5 ci i.-^ro 

^(1) ^ ('">» '^ (5) ^ (d'O ^ d o ] 
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k. a. Do adults need to eat meats, dried beans, peanut butter, or 
eggs each day? 

D D 
Yes No 
(10) (0) 

b. If the answer is yes, ask: 
How many seizings of these foods do adults need each day? 

D 
1 serving 

(5) 

D 
2 servings 

do) 

D 
3 or more servings 

(10) 

5. a. Do adults need to eat fruits and vegetables each day? 

D D 
Yes No » 
(10) (0) 

b. If the answer is yes, ask: 
How many servings do adults need each day? 

D D 
1 serving 2 servings 

(1) (2) 

D , D D 
3 servings k servings 5 or more 

(5) (10) (10) 

6. How should flour be stored at home? 

D D D D 
the sack in a jar with a can with a cannister 
which it came a tight lid a tight lid 

(0) (10) (10) (10) 

Name any other answer_ 

7. Name somie ways dried milk can be used. 

D D D D D 
in grav>' in baking in milk dr inks in mJ.lk d e s s e r t s don ' t knov any 

(10) (10) (10) (10) (0) 

Najne any other ways_ 

8. V.Tien you go shopping should you m.ake a l i s t 

D D 
Yes No 
(10) (0) 
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9. Suppose you were buying canned peaches, which should you check to 
get the best buy for your money can weight, price, brandname? 

n D D 
can weight price brandname 

(10) (ao) (10) 

Name any other answer 

10. Suppose you want to prepare biscuits for your family, what could 
you use to measure a cup of flour? 

• , D D D D D 
a metal a small a coffee my hand wouldn't don't know 
measuring cup tuna can cup measure 

(10) (10) (0) (0) (0) (0) 

Name any other answer̂  

11. If you were preparing a milk drink, what could you use to 
measure the water? 

D n D D D 
a glass a peanut a glass m.easuring don't know don't measure 
measuring cup butter jar cup that I made 

(10) (10) (10) (0) (0) 

Name any o t h e r answer_ 

1 2 . V/hen you cook pudding, should you cook i t over high h e a t , m.edium 
h e a t , or low hea t? 

D D D D 
high heat medium heat low heat don t know 

(0) (0) (10) (0) 

13. In which food group do pinto beans belong milk group, m.eat grcu.-, 
bread and cereal, or fruit and vegetables? 

a n a • • 
niiv ----at bread & cereal fruit & vegetable don't knov 
(0) (10) (0) (0) (0) 

ill. How ofto.i do you need to eat foods such as ora!!i;es, grapefruit, 
tomatoes, cabbage, broccoli, or r.elons? 

D D D p 
every o.hc. d.y once^^^ o.cc^a^voe. .o. , , : : . . 

NaiT 
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5. ̂  After cooking vegetables there may be some water left. What 
should be done with this water? 

D 
poxir it out 

(0) 

D 
save it for 

D 
eat it with 

gravy or soup the vegetables 
(10) (10) 

D 
don't know 

(0) 
Name any other answers 

16. How long should canned green beans be cooked? 

P D D D 
a few minutes h a l f an hour one t o t h r e e hours don ' t know 

(10) (0) (0) Co) 

Name any other answer 

17» When you buy salt is it better to buy iodized or uniodized salt? 

D 
Iodized 

(10) 

D 
uniodized 

(0) 

D 
don't know 

(0) 

l8. If you were cooking eggs, should you cook them, over hî 'i-heat, 
medium heat, or low heat? 

D 
high heat 

(0) 

D 
medium heat 

(0) 

D 
low heat 

(10) 

D 
don't know 

(0) 

19. Suppose you are buying cereal and you have a choice among wheat flakes, 
corn flakes, oatm.sal, and sugar coated puffed wheat, pound for pound, 
which would give you the most cereal for your m:oney? 

D D 
wheat flakes corn flakes 

Co) Co) 

D D D 
oatmeal sugar coated don't know 

puffed wheat 
(10) (0) (0) 

20. Suppose you are buying meat for sandviches, with a choice of bolo[:na, 
pickle loaf, and tuna, pound for pound, which is the best buy? 

D 
bologna 

(0) 

D 
pickle lo; 

(0) 

D 
tuna 
(10) 

D 
don ' t kno 

(0) 
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RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
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Independent Variable! 

income 
educational level 
total visits 

Dependent Variable 

total score .0530 

income 
educational level 
cooking visits 

preparation score .1090 

total visits 

"nutrition only" visits 

"nutrition only" visits 

total score 

nutrition score 

preparation score 

.0002 

.0332 

.0153 

total visits 
race 

total score .0860 






